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Using the Bill of Rights to Sort-Out Our Political Nightmare 

A young neighbor came by today, confused over talks with cousins and friends around 
politics. He surmised, that after writing 2000 articles on politics, economics and medi-
cine, I must be even more confused and depressed by all of the political strife.

Politics does depress me, but not as much as it does those swept hopelessly along 
by a world they can't comprehend. Instead, my articles keep me centered because 
they all deal with the same thing: distilling political/economic events into simple terms.

Staying sane in an insane world requires that we reduce complexity into basic truths. 
As in: There are 2 kinds of human beings in this world, and the 'rub' between the 2 
groups becomes world history. Group 1 wants only to be left alone while group 2 will 
never leave anyone alone—with a mission to control as many lives as possible.

Each person belongs in 1 of the 2 groups, and by 'putting to memory' and asking 
questions about 6 principles of human freedom found in the 1st, 2nd, and 4th Amend-
ments to the Bill of Rights, it is easily determined which category someone belongs to.

The 6: (1) Free exercise of religious principles belongs to the citizens. (2) Freedom 
of speech belongs to the citizens. (3) Freedom of the press belongs to the citizens. (4) 
Freedom to peacefully assemble belongs to the citizens. (5) Freedom to keep and bear 
arms belongs to the citizens. (6) The right to privacy belongs to the citizens—and shall 
not be infringed without 'probable cause'—to be determined by a magistrate. 6 princi-
ples involving only 3 Amendments suffice to clarify a mind-numbing political confusion.

Understanding the 6, 1: The 1st guarantee is religious freedom, about which 'gov-
ernment shall make no law'. 'Emergency' does not appear in the Constitution, render-
ing 'emergency use' mandates illegal, and Americans opting out of 'vaccines' are pro-
tected by the first sentence of the 1st Amendment. So, any who make or enforce dic-
tates of compliance for emergency procedures, disallowing religious (ethical) choice, 
self-consign themselves to the 2nd group—disparaging freedom in favor of tyranny.

2: Freedom of speech. Any who mandate or support the suppression of free speech, 
whether it be online, or in person, also assign themselves to the 2nd group. 3:      
Freedom of the press. Any, whether social networks or media, engaged in disseminat-
ing 'established narrative', without debate, or who advocate 'censuring/cancelling' re-
searchers and medical experts who question that narrative are members of group 2.

4: Any that oppose peaceful assembly, whether it be a religious gathering or a politi-



cal, economic, or medical protest, by self-definition, join the group 2 ranks. 5: The 'right 
of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed'. As a response to a recent 
Supreme Court decision that reinstated American rights to 'keep and bear arms', sev-
eral states, most notably my state, Oregon, attempt to pass egregious gun bans that 
include a requirement for permission from police before buying a gun. Illegal under the 
Constitution and Supreme Court findings—gun-banners belong to group 2.

5: Privacy protection from 'search and seizure'. Secure in our homes, our vehicles, 
and our persons 'shall not be violated'. And 6: 'Shall not be violated...but upon probable 
cause'.  'No knock raiders' and morons conducting illegal searches, you're in Group 2.  

This test, to determine freemen from oppressors is exact science, and of more con-
sequence for Americans than ever-before, because our economic nightmare is made 
worse by depletion of natural resources over 90 years of excess, by off-shoring and 
losing our means of production, by using credit and derivates to amass the most fright-
ening debt scenario in human history—while having squandered US global reputation.    

What else is different is a mostly unrecognized change on the global playing-field 
where totalitarianism (thought to have always been with us), has been part of the land-
scape for only a century. And totalitarianism, like its name, presents the world with a 
'totally' different political reality. Combined with technology and cross-national coopera-
tion (among tyrants), it raises the stakes for a global 'group 2' push for ultimate control.

How this works is through massive propaganda campaigns (paid for with 'freemen' 
tax dollars), to persuade the masses that in a climate of fear what is needed is 'sys-
tems of order', under the purview the global elite, who also happen to control 'group 2'.

In large part, this takes away need for an army to support 'group 2' because 'the 
everyman' becomes the censurer, the 'fact checker', the gun banner, the 'vaccine' 
mandate supporter, etcetera. This is pretty much self-explanatory, but for those who, 
because of government absurdity, find themselves out in 'no man's land' trying to figure 
it out, the most difficult thing for them might be coming to terms as to 'other enforcers'.

We are in a custody battle to determine whether the Constitution or the elite deter-
mines legality. A battle, as threatening to and vital for the republic as was the Battle of 
Britain or Stalingrad for WW2. In this struggle, who has lined-up to support tyranny?

The social networks have been enlisted in a group 2 effort to implement a feudal 
hell. BLM has nothing to do with racial equally—it is in fact a sponsor of 'unequal divi-
siveness usurped by the elite as a street enforcement terrorist arm of the racial debate.
Same goes for ANTIFA, which is the terrorist arm for corporate, government fascism.

And, how dare the elite call questioners of their narrative terrorists? Terrorists attack 
non-combatants, as does the US in Yemen, and as does our Ukrainian buddy, Zelen-
sky. There were no 'terrorists' on January 6th, but all that crap in the streets of Port-
land—that's terrorism. Breaking-up peaceful protest/religious gatherings—terrorism.

What we have here is a war on sovereignty. And in the attack on sovereignty, the 
'group 2 elite' are using terrorism to strip-way our sovereignty. When they attempt to 
sell an idea that refusing dictates is 'killing grandma', they inflict domestic terrorism.     

As we watch and read the 'newsreels' on the progress of the war, keep in mind 2 of 
the bastions of our republic—guns and gold. And that they have to get the guns before 
they get the gold. We don't want a future without the security of each—and both.   

I heading out on the backroads soon. Probably Michigan, then maybe south. Any-
body along the way who wants to get  coffee, or subscribe: erik@neverhadaboss.com. 


